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SUMMARY

Smallpox holds a unique position in the history of
medicine. It was the first disease for which a vaccine
was developed and remains the only human disease
eradicated by vaccination. Although there have been
claims of smallpox in Egypt, India, and China dating
back millennia [1–4], the timescale of emergence of
the causative agent, variola virus (VARV), and how
it evolved in the context of increasingly widespread
immunization, have proven controversial [4–9]. In
particular, some molecular-clock-based studies
have suggested that key events in VARV evolution
only occurred during the last two centuries [4–6]
and hence in apparent conflict with anecdotal histor-
ical reports, although it is difficult to distinguish
smallpox from other pustular rashes by description
alone. To address these issues, we captured,
sequenced, and reconstructed a draft genome of
an ancient strain of VARV, sampled from a Lithuanian
child mummy dating between 1643 and 1665 and
close to the time of several documented European
epidemics [1, 2, 10]. When compared to vaccinia vi-
Current Biology 26, 3407–3412, Decem
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rus, this archival strain contained the same pattern
of gene degradation as 20th century VARVs, indi-
cating that such loss of gene function had occurred
before ca. 1650. Strikingly, the mummy sequence
fell basal to all currently sequenced strains of VARV
on phylogenetic trees. Molecular-clock analyses
revealed a strong clock-like structure and that the
timescale of smallpox evolution is more recent than
often supposed, with the diversification of major viral
lineages only occurring within the 18th and 19th cen-
turies, concomitant with the development of modern
vaccination.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In an attempt to reveal the evolutionary history of smallpox (var-

iola virus, VARV), we sampled the partial mummified remains of

a young child of undetermined sex found within the crypt of the

Dominican Church of the Holy Spirit of Vilnius, Lithuania, with no

associated artifacts or coffin [11, 12] (Figures 1 and S1). As the

bones were covered by soft tissue, it was difficult to obtain a pre-

cise age at death, although it is thought to be between 2 and 4

years [13]. Radiocarbon dating of the sample yielded a 14C age
ber 19, 2016 ª 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 3407
er the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Dominican Church of the Holy Spirit, Vilnius

Left: Lithuania is shaded in yellow, with the red star indicating the city of Vilnius, the location of the Dominican Church of the Holy Spirit where the VD21 specimen

was found and dated to approximately 1654. Dates in black indicate known smallpox outbreaks in nearby countries during the 17th century [1, 2]. Top right: the

Dominican Church of the Holy Spirit in Vilnius, Lithuania. Bottom right: the crypt where the child mummy was located. See also Figure S1 and Table S1.
of 250 ± 15 BP, which at 2 SDs calibrates to 1643–1665 AD (rela-

tive probability, p = 0.93) or 1785–1793 (p = 0.07) (Table S1; Fig-

ure S2). The older calibrated age range, which contains the bulk

of the probability density function, agrees with historical sources

that place this during the Russian occupation of 1655–1661 [12],

as well as the reported presence of endemic smallpox within

Lithuania. Our older date is also supported by a Bayesian molec-

ular-clock analysis, which gave mean sampling time estimates

of 1691 and 1665 under constant size and Bayesian skygrid

demographic models, respectively (see the Supplemental

Experimental Procedures for further details).

BLAST analysis of a library, enriched for an unrelated target

(JC polyomavirus), indicated that of 0.03% of the 1.3 million

hits assigned to viruses, 47% (198 reads) were top hits to

VARV. To confirm the presence of this virus, we enriched

the library using a custom in-solution bait set targeting publicly

available strains of VARV and sequenced 845,594 reads (Sup-

plemental Experimental Procedures). We were able to map

43,243 reads to a reference strain of variola (major) virus (India

1967; GenBank: NC_001611.1) and from this reconstructed an

ancient VARV genome at an average of 183 coverage (range

03–603) (Figure 2). Additionally, through de novo assembly,

we reconstructed a draft viral genome that is 187,565 bp in

length and contains all annotated genes found in the VARV refer-

ence sequence (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). We

investigated the synteny in our draft genome by aligning it to

the variola major virus reference genome sequence [15]. This re-

vealed that the genome of VD21 shows nomajor rearrangements
3408 Current Biology 26, 3407–3412, December 19, 2016
and a strong conservation in gene content and arrangement with

all other VARVs isolated in the 20th century (Figure 2).

Overall, we identified and confirmed a total of 716 nucleotide

substitutions relative to the VARV reference sequence by eye

and using NASP [16] in conjunction with GATK [17], with a mini-

mum of 53 coverage and 0.9 frequency. We also enriched for,

sequenced, and produced a mitochondrial genome at 1933

coverage. The mitochondrial haplogroup of VD21 was H2a5b

(Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Haplogroup H2 and

its descendent lineages are common throughout Europe. The

presence of a common European haplogroup, as well as the

DNA damage profiles and overall fragment length distribution

of the reads mapped to both VARV and the mitochondrial

genome, supports the presence of authentic ancient DNA.

VARV genomes are characterized by the fragmentation of

several genes, such that they are non-functional, even though

their homologs are intact in vaccinia virus (VACV; GenBank:

NC_006998.1) and in other orthopoxviruses [18]. Notably,

VD21 exhibited the same pattern of gene disruption in compari-

son to VACV as more modern strains of VARV, indicating that

the loss of gene function during VARV evolution had occurred

prior to ca. 1650. However, VD21 also carried a number of

additional amino acid substitutions and nonsense or frameshift

mutations that might alter gene function, although this remains

to be determined.

Phylogenetic analysis of VD21 with 42 additional complete

genomes of VARV (Table S2) and the twomost closely related or-

thopoxviruses (camelpox and taterapox) utilized as outgroups
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Figure 2. VARV Genome Reconstructed from VD21

(A) Coverage of reference NC_001611.1 variola (major) virus genome. The inner-most circle (light purple) indicates the full 185,578 bp length of the reference, and

the inner yellow circle depicts GC content across the reference genome with the genomic average of 32.7% indicated by the thin dark ring. The dark-purple ring

indicates the location of annotated genes in the reference. The outer-most ring (dark orange) represents the coverage depth of reads from sample VD21mapped

to the NC_001611.1 reference sequence averaged across 25 bpwindows. Average coveragewas 183 (minimum 03 tomaximum603). The concentric gray lines

represent intervals of 103 coverage. The plot was constructed with Circos [14].

(B) Conservation of genomic sequence between VD21 and the VARV reference genome NC_001611.1. The plot was constructed with Dotter [15].

See also Figure S2.
clearly placed our ancient strain basal to all previously

sequenced VARV strains (Figure 3). The divergent phylogenetic

position of VD21 is seemingly similar to that observed in a partial

VARV sequence obtained from a 300-year-old Siberian mummy

[19], although the 718 bp sequence obtained from that sample

provided little phylogenetic resolution (Figure S3). The basal

phylogenetic position of VD21 clearly indicates that the previ-

ously described genetic diversity of VARV, comprising viruses

sampled between 1944 and 1977 [7] and classified into the P-I

and P-II clades [4], originated after ca. 1654.

To determine a more accurate timescale of VARV evolution,

we estimated genome-scale evolutionary rates. An initial regres-

sion of root-to-tip genetic distances against year of sampling

provided clear evidence for clock-like molecular evolution in

VARV (R2 = 0.79). Importantly, strong temporal structure (R2 =

0.80) was also observed when VD21 was excluded from the

regression analysis, indicating that it was not simply the function

of a single ancient sequence and that it characterizes VARV evo-

lution as a whole [4, 6, 20]. Similarly clock-like evolution was

observed using a Bayesian approach, with extensive overlap in

estimates of substitution rates and divergence times under a

range of molecular-clock and demographic models (Figure 3;

Table S3). Under themodel with the narrowest posterior distribu-
tion (strict molecular clock and constant population size), the

evolutionary rate of VARV is estimated to be between 7.3 and

9.6 3 10�6 nucleotide substitutions per site per year (mean of

8.5 3 10�6 subs/site/year). This is similar to previous estimates

of the evolutionary dynamics of VARV inferred using tip-

date based methods on more modern strains only [4, 6, 20]

and to rates previously estimated in myxomavirus (another

poxvirus) in European rabbits, for which longitudinal sequence

data is available for a sampling period of �50 years [21]. Finally,

we observed overlapping substitution rates (range of credible

intervals of 5.6 to 9.5 3 10�6 subs/site/year) when VD21 was

excluded from the analysis, further suggesting that our estimates

of the nucleotide substitution rate are robust.

Assuming a strict molecular clock and a constant population

size, we estimate that the VARV strains sampled here (i.e.,

including VD21) share a common ancestor between 1588 and

1645 (or between 1530 and 1654 under a relaxed molecular

clock; see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for further

details). This date corresponds to a time of global exploration

and colonization that was most likely central to viral dissemina-

tion [22, 23], but before the development of widespread vaccina-

tion that began after Edward Jenner utilized the related cowpox

virus in 1796 (although, importantly, a related process of
Current Biology 26, 3407–3412, December 19, 2016 3409
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Figure 3. Evolutionary History of VARV

(A) Maximum-likelihood phylogeny of 43 strains of VARV rooted using homologous sequences from camels (camelpox) and African gerbils (taterapox), which are

the orthopoxviruses most closely related to VARV. All horizontal branch lengths are drawn to a scale of nucleotide substitutions per site, and bootstrap values are

shown for key nodes, with year of sampling shown for the VARV strains. The VD21 strain is shown in red, and the major clades of VARV (P-I and P-II, with the later

the containing alastrim minor strains) are marked.

(B) Posterior probability densities of mean evolutionary rate estimates for VARV under different molecular-clock and coalescent models, possible 14C dates for

VD21 (i.e., ‘‘1789’’ assumes VD21 is from 1789 rather than 1654), and with VD21 excluded (i.e., ‘‘�VD21’’) from the analysis (see Table S3 for full results).

(C) Maximum clade credibility tree showing the timescale of VARV evolution inferred under a strict molecular clock and a constant population size, with the VD21

lineage shown in red and the 95% credible intervals for a number of other key divergence events also shown. The date (1796) of the introduction of the cowpox-

based smallpox vaccine by Jenner, which we include as an historical reference point only, is marked by a hatched line, and it is important to note that a process of

smallpox variolation (inoculation) had most likely been in existence for many centuries prior to this.

See also Figure S3 and Tables S2 and S3.
‘‘variolation,’’ or inoculation, had been described in the Islamic

world for many centuries, may have been practiced even earlier

in China, and was becoming increasingly widespread in both

England and other localities during the 18th century [1, 24]). Simi-

larly, according to our molecular timeline and previous molecu-

lar-clock analyses [4], the divergence of the P-I and P-II clades

occurred between 1734 and 1793, and hence just prior to the

development of smallpox vaccination (Figure 3). Interestingly,

there is some historical evidence that increasingly widespread

inoculation in England during this period may have converted

smallpox from a disease largely of adults to one of infants [25].

That the P-II viruses are largely associated with West Africa

and the Americas is also compatible with the idea that the diver-
3410 Current Biology 26, 3407–3412, December 19, 2016
gence of this clade from P-I reflects the movement of people in

the context of the 18th century slave trade [4].

It is also striking that the genetic diversity within the P-I and P-II

clades has a very recent origin, dating to the end of 19th and

the start of 20th century, and hence corresponding to the rise

of global smallpox vaccination. Such a phylogenetic pattern

strongly suggests that both the P-I and P-II clades experienced

a major population bottleneck at this time, most likely leading to

the extinction of several unsampled older lineages. Perhaps of

greatest note is that the lineage leading to the lower-virulence

‘‘alastrimminor’’ strains is only dated to the 19th century (credible

dates of 1855–1885), although few samples are available for

analysis. Whether and how increasing levels of vaccination



impacted the selection pressures acting on virulence evolution

remains uncertain but could be addressed with the acquisition

of additional ancient strains.

Finally, to confirm our molecular-clock dating analyses, we

estimated substitution rates and divergence times using (1) the

lower-density calibrated 14C date of 1785–1793 (mean of 1789)

of VD21 and (2) a dataset excluding VD21 from all analyses

(and hence similar to some datasets used in previous studies

[4, 6]). Importantly, these produced very similar estimates to

those described above, strongly suggesting that our results are

robust (Table S3; Figure 3). For example, the estimated age of

the tree excluding VD21, corresponding to the time of separation

of P-I and P-II, ranges from 1656–1806 (maximum range of cred-

ible intervals across all models; Table S3) and exhibits extensive

overlap with the date estimates for the split when VD21 is pre-

sent. Similarly, although assigning a date of 1789 to VD21 results

in a shallower common ancestry for VARV as a whole (mean

values of 1666–1686), the remaining divergence times are in

accordance with those obtained when VD21 is dated to 1654.

Our characterization of a 17th century mummy strain provides

a key calibration point in the epidemiological history of smallpox.

Clearly, the evolutionary timescale that we infer, with an origin of

the sampled VARV diversity dating to the mid-16th century, is far

more recent than some reports of smallpox symptomology [26,

27]. Although molecular-clock approaches can only estimate

the timescale of the sampled genetic diversity, apparent con-

flicts between molecular timelines and symptomology have pre-

viously led some authors to reject the use of tip-dated methods

to estimate the timescale of smallpox evolution [4]. The most

distinctive physical manifestation of smallpox—the pustular

rash—has supposedly ‘‘definitive’’ reports in 4th century China,

with suggestions that it was present in ancient Egypt and India

over 3,500 years ago [1, 2, 4], although in reality it is difficult to

distinguish smallpox from chickenpox or measles using histori-

cal records alone [26]. Such a discordance between inferredmo-

lecular-clock dates and retrospective analyses suggests that

if they were indeed due to smallpox, these early cases were

caused by virus lineages that were no longer circulating at the

point of eradication in the 1970s. Conversely, others have sug-

gested that there is little compelling evidence for epidemic

and/or virulent (i.e., high-mortality) smallpox in Europe prior to

the 16th century [22], close to our inferred date for the ancestry

of VARV. For example, the bills of mortality, the best-known

mortality records for Europe at that time, provide the first clear

evidence for severe smallpox in London in 1632 [1, 22], shortly

before several major European and western Asian epidemics

took hold and most likely infected the Lithuanian child studied

here [2, 28].

General Conclusions
To fully resolve the timing of smallpox origins, it will be necessary

to determine whether the long branch connecting VARV to the

other orthopoxviruses predominantly represents evolution in

humans or in other mammals. Although it is tempting to use

the evolutionary rates obtained here to date the divergence of

VARV from its animal reservoir, the branch lengths leading to

the camelpox and taterapox strains are markedly longer than

those associated with VARV, such that cross-species transmis-

sion may be associated with a change in evolutionary rates that
would confound molecular-clock dating, and the host jump to

humans could have occurred at any point along this branch. In

addition, given the increasing number of animal viruses discov-

ered using metagenomic techniques [29], it is possible that

those species currently known to harbor orthopoxvirus are not

the true reservoir species for VARV. These uncertainties notwith-

standing, our data clearly show that the VARV lineages eradi-

cated during the 20th century had only been in existence for

�200 years, at a time of rapidly expanding human movement

and population size in the face of increasingly widespread inoc-

ulation and vaccination.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

All laboratory work was performed in dedicated ancient DNA facilities that form

part of the McMaster Ancient DNA Centre. We extracted DNA from a 112.5 mg

subsample of soft tissue from VD21, and the resulting extraction was con-

verted into an Illumina sequencing library following amodified protocol and en-

riched for VARV using a modified MYbaits in-solution capture with a custom

VARV bait set (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for full details).

The enriched library was then mapped to the reference sequence for variola

(major) virus (India 1967; GenBank: NC_001611.1), generating a VARV-like

genome with an average coverage of 183. We generated a consensus

genome sequence from the reads mapped to sequence NC_001611.1, strictly

retaining bases where there was a minimum of 53 coverage and only identi-

fying variants with a frequency of at least 0.9. We also attempted a de novo as-

sembly of the VD21 VARV genome. The final de novo genome was 187,565 bp

in length, and the de novo consensus sequence has 97.5% identity across the

185,578 bp to the NC_001611.1 reference VARV sequence.

Full methodologies for both the laboratory and analytical procedures are

provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Ethical approval for

this work was granted by the Hospital District of Helsinki under statement

no. 164/13/03/00/14. Permission to perform and publish the work reported

herein was granted by the World Health Organization’s Advisory Committee

on Variola Virus Research (ACVVR).
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Supplemental Information 
 
 

 
 
Figure S1. Physical remains and radiocarbon analysis of VD21. Related to Figure 1. Left panel: Mummified remains of a young child of undetermined sex 
from Lithuania (VD21). Right panel: Radiocarbon calibration for the date on mummy VD21 (Table S1) from Calib7.1, http://calib.qub.ac.uk/calib/ with 
probability distributions for one and two standard deviations shown in green and yellow, respectively. See text for details. 
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Figure S2. Fragment misincorporation plots. Related to Figure 2. A) Fragment misincorporation of VD21 reads mapped to variola major virus NC_001611.1. 
B) Fragment misincorporation of VD21 reads mapped to human mitochondrion revised Cambridge Reference Sequence NC_012920.1. In both analyses reads are 
restricted to those with a minimum length of 35bp and minimum mapping quality of 30. Plots produced by mapDamage 2.0.  
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Figure S3. Phylogenetic analysis of VARV including the partial Siberian mummy sequence. Related to Figure 
3. The VD21 sequence is shown in red while that from a 300-year-old Siberian mummy (‘PoxSib’; 718 bp) is shown 
in blue. All branch lengths are scaled to the number of nucleotide substitutions per site. The tree is arbitrarily rooted 
using the VD21 sequence. 
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Table S1. Radiocarbon measurements of VD21. Related to Figure 1. Radiocarbon concentrations are given as 
fractions of the modern standard, D14C, and conventional radiocarbon age, following the conventions of Stuiver and 
Polach[S1]. Sample preparation backgrounds have been subtracted, based on measurements of 14C-free bone, and 
the results have been corrected for isotopic fractionation according to the conventions of Stuiver and Polach[S1]. 
δ13C and δ15N values shown were measured to a precision of <0.1‰ and <0.2‰, respectively, on aliquots of 
ultrafiltered collagen, using a Fisons NA1500NC elemental analyzer/Finnigan Delta Plus isotope ratio mass 
spectrometer. 
 
Sample Name VD21 
UCIAMS 169464 
δ13C (‰) -19.7 ± 0.1 
Fraction 0.9692 ± 0.0016 
D14C (‰) -30.8 ± 1.6 
14C age 250 ± 15 
>30kDa collagen yield (%) 9 
δ15N (‰) 15.2 
δ13C (‰) -19.7 
%N 15.9 
%C 43.6 
C/N (wt%/wt%) 2.75 
C/N (atomic) 3.21 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Table S2. Provenance of VARV strains used for bait design and phylogenetic analyses. Related to Figure 3. 
Strains used for bait design but excluded from phylogenetic analyses are indicated in red. 
GenBank accession number Strain Year 

Isolated 
Genome Length 

(bp) 
NC_001611[S2] India/Vector Maharastra E6/1967 1967 185,578 
Y16780[S3] Brazil/Garcia alastrim/1966 1966 186,986 
X69198[S2] India/Variola virus DNA/1967 1967 185,578 
DQ441439[S4] Somalia/V771605/1977 1977 184,170 
DQ437592[S4] Syria/V72-199/1972 1972 185,853 
DQ437591[S4] Sumatra/V70-222/1970 1970 185,449 
DQ437590[S4] Somalia/Variola virus strain/1977 1977 186,231 
DQ437588[S4] Nepal/1973 1973 185,654 
DQ437587[S4] Iran/2602_-Tabriz/1972 1972 185,848 
DQ437586 [S4] India/7125-Vellore/1964 1964 186,127 
DQ437585[S4] India/7124-Vellore/1964 1964 186,677 
DQ437584[S4] Germany/Heidelberg/1958 1958 184,900 
DQ437583[S4] Congo/1970 1970 186,553 
DQ437582[S4] China/Horn/1948 1948 186,668 
DQ437581[S4] Bangladesh/V75-550-Banu/1975 1975 185,976 
DQ437580[S4] Afghanistan/Variolator4/1970 1970 185,855 
DQ441448[S4] Yugoslavia/V72-164/1972 1972 185,851 
DQ441447[S4] United_Kingdom/Butler/1952 1952 188,251 
DQ441446[S4] United_Kingdom/Higgins-Staffordshire/1947 1947 185,026 
DQ441445[S4] United_Kingdom/Hinden-Middlesex/1946 1946 186,096 
DQ441444[S4] United_Kingdom/Harvey/1946 1946 185,771 
DQ441443[S4] Tanzania/Kembula/1965 1965 185,826 
DQ441442[S4] Sumatra/V70-228/1970 1970 185,405 
DQ441441[S4] Sudan/Rumbec/1947 1947 186,415 
DQ441440[S4] Sudan/Juba/1947 1947 186,284 
DQ441438[S4] Somalia/V77-1252/1977 1977 184,191 
DQ441437[S4] SierraLeone/V68-258/1969 1969 187,014 
DQ441436[S4] SouthAfrica/103/Transvaal Nelspruit/1965 1965 185,881 
DQ441435[S4] SouthAfrica/102/Natal Ingwavuma/1965 1965 186,050 
DQ441434[S4] Niger/001/1969 1969 186,942 
DQ441433[S4] Kuwait/K1629/1967 1967 185,853 
DQ441432[S4] Korea/Lee-Masterseed/1947 1947 186,383 
DQ441431[S4] Japan/Stillwell-Masterseed/1951 1951 186,115 
DQ441430[S4] Japan/Harper-Masterseed/1951 1951 186,180 
DQ441429[S4] Japan/Yamada-MS-2A/Tokyo/1946 1946 186,662 
DQ441428[S4] India/New_Delhi/1953 1953 186,662 
DQ441427[S4] India/Kali-Muthu-M50/Madras/1953 1953 186,108 
DQ441426[S4] Guinea/005/1969 1969 186,883 
DQ441425[S4] Ethiopia/Eth17R14-1X72/Addis/1972 1972 186,648 
DQ441424[S4] Ethiopia/Eth16R14-1X72/Addis/1972 1972 186,648 
DQ441423[S4] Congo/9-V74-227Gispen/1970 1970 186,652 
DQ441421[S4] Bangladesh/Shahzaman/1974 1974 186,293 
DQ441420[S4] Banglasdesh/Nurislam/1974 1974 186,293 
DQ441419[S4] Brazil/V66-39/Sao Paulo/1966 1966 188,062 
DQ441418[S4] Botswana/V73-225/1973 1973 185,931 
DQ441417[S4] Botswana/V72-143/1972 1972 185,931 
DQ441416[S4] Benin/Dahomey/V68-59/1968 1968 187,070 
DQ437589[S4] Pakistan/Rafig/Lahore/1969 1969 185,865 
L22579[S5] Bangladesh/Variola major virus/1975 1975 186,103 
 



 

Table S3. Results of the BEAST analysis of evolutionary rates and time-scale in VARV. Related to Figure 3. 
 
Data Set and Model Substitution Rate 

(x10-6 subs/site/year) 
tMRCA Coefficient of Variation 

(CoV) 
Posterior Probability 

aStrict, Constant 8.4  
(7.3 – 9.6) 

1617 
(1588 – 1645) 

- -260114.44 
(-260127.60 – -260103.24) 

Strict, Skygrid 8.5  
(7.3 – 9.6) 

1618 
(1589 – 1647) 

- -260111.39 
(-260205.62 – -260010.42) 

Relaxed, Constant 7.7 
(6.1 – 9.4) 

1592 
(1530 – 1654) 

0.22 
(0.06 – 0.38) 

-260474.03 
(-260490.12 – -260458.25) 

Relaxed, Skygrid 7.9  
(6.1 – 9.6) 

1598 
(1533 – 1654) 

0.22 
(0.06 – 0.39) 

-260481.05 
(-260577.88 – -260378.86) 

     
b1789, Strict, Constant 8.5  

(7.3 – 9.7) 
1685 

(1656 – 1715) 
- -260115.14 

(-260127.62 – -260103.20) 
1789, Strict, Skygrid 8.5  

(7.4 – 9.7) 
1686 

(1659 – 1716) 
- -260113.63 

(-260213.11 – -260014.21) 
1789, Relaxed, Constant 7.9  

(6.2 – 9.7) 
1666 

(1598 – 1724) 
0.22 

(0.06 – 0.37) 
-260474.80 

(-260490.93 – -260458.69) 
1789, Relaxed, Skygrid 7.9  

(6.0 – 9.6) 
1666 

(1595 – 1723) 
0.22 

(0.07 – 0.39) 
-260473.69 

(-260579.56 – -260373.19) 
     
c-VD21, Strict, Constant 8.3  

(7.1 – 9.4) 
1761 

(1730 – 1792) 
- 

 
-257675.95 

(-257688.88 – -257664.76) 
-VD21, Strict, Skygrid 8.2  

(7.1 – 9.5) 
1760 

(1727 – 1792) 
- -257710.78 

(-257769.46 – -257622.07) 
-VD21, Relaxed, Constant 7.7  

(5.8 – 9.5) 
1739 

(1656 – 1805) 
0.22 

(0.01 – 0.39) 
-258027.25 

(-258043.76 – -258011.69) 
-VD21, Relaxed, Skygrid 7.6 

(5.6 – 9.5) 
1741 

(1659 – 1807) 
0.24 

(0.03 – 0.43) 
-258062.68 

(-258119.66 – -257963.75) 
aBEAST analysis based on a mean tip-date of 1654 for VD21. 
bBEAST analysis based on a mean tip-date of 1789 for VD21. 
cBEAST analysis with VD21 excluded. 
Strict = strict molecular clock; Relaxed = relaxed (uncorrelated lognormal) molecular clock; Constant = constant population size; Skygrid = Bayesian skygrid



 

Supplemental Experimental Procedures 

Information on the Sampling Site  
The specimen investigated in this paper, denoted VD21, comes from the Dominican Church of the Holy Spirit of 
Vilnius, Lithuania. In the crypt of this church, formed by a central, main space and eight side rooms, hundreds of 
bodies belonging to the clergy, the nobility, and the middle-class had been stored in wooden coffins for burial. Over 
time, most of these bodies were accumulated in one of the side rooms, where they eventually became skeletonized, 
with the exception of 23 mummies that are still in a pristine state of preservation[S6]. Historically, the current 
building appears to be the result of a reconstruction carried out in the aftermath of the Russian occupation of 1655-
1661. Furthermore, in 1844 the priory annexed to the church was confiscated by the Russians and transferred to the 
city’s authority[S7]. These dates are in agreement with the calibrated radiocarbon age of 1654±15 CE.  

Historical Context – Lithuania, 1650 
The main period of use of the Dominican Church can be placed between the creation of the Polish-Lithuanian 
Commonwealth in 1569, and its final partition carried out in 1795 by the Russians, the Prussians, and the 
Austrians[S8]. This event determined the annexation of most of the Lithuanian territory to the Russian empire until 
1915, with just a short Napoleonic interlude in 1812. While it is recognized that the Polish-Lithuanian period was a 
culturally florid one, ceding the way for inclusion within central Europe, it should be noted that several factors were 
responsible for a general instability in Lithuanian society. These included the Swedish and Russian invasions of 
1654-1667, and the Great Northern War of 1700-1721[S8]. Cities and towns often had to pay a contribution to their 
own or foreign armies, also experiencing robberies and pillaging. The country faced a currency crisis, military 
taxation, and increasing foreign debts[S9]. Between the 17th and the 18th century, a number of famines and plague 
outbreaks also ravaged the population. By 1709, a severe pandemic of plague, accompanied by other epidemics such 
as typhoid fever, typhus, smallpox, and dysentery, had also developed in Vilnius as a consequence of crop failures 
and an extremely cold winter[S10, S11].  

Mummy Specimen 
The mummy described in this article was inspected in the summer of 2011 within the framework of the “Lithuanian 
Mummy Project”. The subject consisted of the lower part of a young child’s body of undetermined sex. As the bones 
were covered by soft tissue, it was difficult to ascertain a precise age at death, which is somewhere between 2 and 4 
years[S12]. Despite the lack of a large portion of the body, the remaining parts were well preserved and appeared to 
be desiccated (Figure S1). In all likelihood, the principle behind its preservation, as well as the preservation of the 
remaining 22 mummies, was a natural dehydration process[S13]. No artifacts or coffin were associated with this 
mummy.  

Radiocarbon Dating 
Radiocarbon dating was carried out at the University of California Irvine Keck AMS laboratory on ultrafiltered 
collagen extracted from the skin sample provided. Since there was a possibility that the mummy had been in contact 
with soil, a room temperature acid-base-acid treatment (0.5N HCl, 0.05N NaOH, 0.5N HCl) was first applied to 
remove any contaminating sedimentary carbonate and/or soil humics. The sample was then washed twice in Milli-Q 
water and treated with 0.01N HCl overnight at 60°C to convert collagen to soluble gelatin, and a high molecular 
weight (>30kDa) gelatin fraction was selected by ultrafiltration and lyophilized[S14]. Collagen aliquots from the 
skin sample together with suitable collagen process blanks and standards of known age and isotopic composition 
were combusted in vacuo with CuO in sealed quartz tubes at 900°C, graphitized by iron-catalyzed hydrogen 
reduction, and measured using standard techniques of Accelerator Mass Spectrometry. Radiocarbon results are 
expressed as conventional radiocarbon ages and were calibrated using Calib 7.1 (http://calib.qub.ac.uk/calib/) with 
the IntCal13 data set[S15] (Figure S1; Table S1). Though the isotopic analyses support two potential calibrated 14C 
age ranges, the higher density (and therefore more likely) date of 1643-1665 is more consistent with other 
independent lines of evidence (i.e. historical) and thus we feel confident in this assessment. However, even with the 
additional, lower density sample 1730-1792, our estimates of tMRCA remain similar and thus support the main 
conclusions in the paper (see below; Table S3). 

Mummy Sampling  
The laboratory work was performed at McMaster University Ancient DNA Centre (McMaster University, Hamilton, 
ON, Canada). The ancient clean room (sampling, PCR set-up, extraction) and modern laboratory (PCR 
amplification, enrichment) are physically separate facilities.  
 



 

The laboratory workspace was cleaned prior to the sub-sampling of specimen VD21 with a bleach solution followed 
by UV-irradiated double-distilled water. Disposable scalpel blades were used to remove skin sub-samples and 
placed in a weighing boat. Small sections were transferred with tweezers to 1.5-mL MAXYmum Recovery PCR 
tubes. The sub-samples were stored at -20˚C for enzymatic extraction. 

DNA Extraction  
Extractions were performed using a modified tissue extraction protocol[S16] with 112.5-mg of sub-sampled tissue. 
The tissue was subject to demineralization in 1.0-mL EDTA (pH 8.0, 0.5M) shaken at 1,000 rpm in a Thermomixer 
at 22˚C for 24 hours, with removal after centrifugation (16,100 x g for 10 minutes) and storage of the supernatant at 
-20˚C. Following this, the tissue was subject to enzymatic digestion in a buffer [20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 5 mM 
calcium chloride, 50mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 2.5 mM N-phenacylthiazolium bromide (PTB), 1% 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVPD), 0.5% sarcosyl, 20 mg/mL Proteinase K, and nuclease-free water] incubating for 
approximately 3 hours in a Thermomixer at 55˚C shaken at 1,000 rpm. Following centrifugation (16,100 x g for 5 
minutes), the supernatant was removed and stored at -20˚C[S16]. 
 
The digested material was subject to organic extraction and purification following an ultra-short recovery 
protocol[S17], with modifications for the 3.0-mL of supernatant. 1.0-mL of the supernatant was added to a binding 
buffer solution consisting (in final concentrations) of 5M guanidine hydrochloride, 40% (vol/vol) isopropanol, 
0.05% Tween-20, and 90mM sodium acetate (pH 5.2) in a Roche nucleic acid column. The solution was spun for 4 
minutes at 1,500 x g, rotated 90 degrees, and spun again for 2 minutes at 1,500 x g. This process was repeated for 
the second and third 1.0-mL of the supernatant. The column was then removed from the reservoir, placed in a clean 
2.0-mL MAXYmum recovery tube, followed by a dry spin at 3,300 x g for 1 minute (flow through discarded). Two 
washes of 750µL PE Buffer (Qiagen) were performed, centrifuging at 3,300 x g (flow through discarded), with two 
dry spins at 16,100 x g (rotating the tube 180 degrees after the first spin) and placed in a new 1.5mL collection tube. 
For elution, 25-µL of buffer EBT (15.0-mL of Buffer EB from Qiagen, plus 7.5µL of Tween-20) was added to the 
silica membrane, incubated for five minutes at room temperature and centrifuged for 30 seconds at maximum speed. 
This step was repeated twice for a total of 50-µL of DNA extract, which was then stored at -20˚C. 

Library Preparation and Indexing 
Double-stranded library preparation was performed as outlined for sequencing on the Illumina platform[S18, S19], 
with modifications detailed below, using 25-µL of extracts (n=2), and extraction blanks (n=2). The libraries were 
prepared according to the blunt end repair protocol (without removal of cytosine), and MinElute PCR purification 
(Qiagen) was used instead of SPRI bead clean-up between library preparation steps (blunt-end repair, adapter 
ligation, and adapter fill-in). Heat deactivation (80˚C for 20 minutes) was performed after the fill-in stage instead of 
an additional purification step. The final library volume was 40-µL, which was then used directly as templates for 
double-indexing. 
 
Post-library indexing. A unique P5 and P7 index combination was added to each library in parallel 40-µl reactions 
following established protocols for double indexing amplification[S19]. The indexing reactions consisted of the 
following: library inputs of 20-µL, indexing primers at 150-nM, and KAPA SYBR ® FAST qPCR Master Mix (2X). 
The samples were amplified for 10 cycles or until reaching plateau, with the following conditions: 95˚C denaturation 
(5 min), 95˚C (30 sec), 60˚C (45 sec), and a final 60˚C (3 min). Indexed products for each library were purified via 
MinElute PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen), and then eluted in 25-µl EB. 
 
Quantifying indexed libraries. To quantify the total DNA in all indexed libraries (pre- and post-capture), parallel 
10-µL real-time PCR reactions used the primer combination IS5_long_amp.P5 and IS6_ long_amp.P7, KAPA 
SYBR ®  FAST qPCR Master Mix (2X) and 1:1,000 dilutions of each library, with a 425bp-525bp PhiX Control 
(Illumina) standard serially diluted from 1-nM to 0.0625-pM, to infer the concentration of the libraries. The qPCR 
conditions were the following: 200nM of each primer, 1X KAPA SYBR ®  FAST qPCR Master Mix (2X), 1:1,000 
library dilutions (4-µL), PhiX serial dilutions (4-µL) alongside two water blanks and two EBT blanks were subjected 
to a 95˚C activation step (5 min), followed by 35 cycles of 95˚C (30 sec), 60˚C (45 sec), and a melt curve 60-95˚C, 
ending with an 8˚C hold (30 sec).  
 
Re-amplification. Additional amplification was performed on the one of the indexed VD21 libraries in a 40-µL 
reaction consisting of: 4-µL of indexed library template DNA in 14.8-µL of double-distilled water, primer 
combination IS5_long_amp.P5 and IS6_ long_amp.P7 (150 nM each), and KAPA SYBR ®  FAST qPCR Master 



 

Mix (2X). The reaction proceeded as: 95˚C activation (5 min), 10 cycles of 95˚C (30 sec), 60˚C (45 sec), ending 
with a 60˚C hold (3 min). Following this amplification, the sample was purified with the modified MinElute PCR 
Purification (Qiagen) protocol, eluting in 25-µL EB. 
 
Identification of Variola Virus Sequencing Reads in VD21 
We identified 198 reads that matched variola virus (VARV) in a preliminary BLAST analysis of 5.7M reads 
sequenced from the enrichment of an unrelated JC polyomavirus bait set. Based on these results we generated a 
targeted enrichment bait set for VARV.    

Variola Virus Capture Bait Design 
We compiled the sequences of 49 strains of VARV (Table S2), soft-masked these for simple repeats and low-
complexity DNA only using RepeatMasker.org, and aligned them using MAFFT v7[S20] and employing default 
settings. From these aligned sequences we designed 80nt baits with 8x tiling density (10nt flexible spacing). All 
redundant baits with 5 or fewer mismatches were collapsed to reduce the total unique bait count, and baits 
containing any soft-masked sequences were removed. This resulted in a final filtered set of 18,473 unique baits, 
which was used in all downstream targeted enrichment experiments. This bait set was designed and manufactured at 
MYcroarray (Ann Arbor, MI) as part of a custom MYbaits® targeted enrichment kit. 

Variola Virus Enrichment Strategy 
In-solution enrichment was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol (MYcroarray, Ann Arbor, MI), with 
modifications appropriate for degraded and rare ancient DNA, such as 55˚C hybridization temperature, 16-24h 
hybridization capture, 100-ng bait concentration, 20-µL of washed beads per reaction, and indexed library inputs of 
6-µL (brought to 9-µL using double-distilled water). Two rounds of enrichment were completed with these 
parameters, with the modification that 9-µL of the purified enriched library was used as the input for the second 
round of enrichment. The re-amplification after each round of enrichment proceeded in 40-µL reactions using the 
primer combination IS5_long_amp.P5 and IS6_ long_amp.P7 (150-nM each), and KAPA SYBR ®  FAST qPCR 
Master Mix (2X). The parameters were as previously described: a 95˚C activation (5 min), 12 cycles of 95˚C (30 
sec), 60˚C (45 sec), ending with a 60˚C hold (3 min). Following this second (and final) reamplification of the 
capture library, it was purified with the modified MinElute PCR Purification (Qiagen) protocol described 
previously, and eluted in 15-µL of EB. 
 
Human Mitochondrial Enrichment Strategy 
In-solution enrichment was performed as described above using a bait set designed against a global reference of 197 
human mitochondrial genomes (Human Global Panel, MYTObaits, MYcroarray, Ann Arbor, MI). 

Sequencing 
Sequencing was performed on the Illumina HiSeq 1500 platform at the Farncombe Family Digestive Health 
Research Institute (McMaster University, Hamilton ON, Canada). The VARV enriched samples were pooled in 
equimolar ratios and sequenced using 2 x 90 bp read chemistry.  The mitochondrial enriched library was sequenced 
separately, at the same facility, using 2 x 100 bp read chemistry. 

Bioinformatic Processing of Sequence Data  
CASAVA processed reads were trimmed and merged using the leeHom software package[S21], employing ancient 
DNA parameters (--ancientdna), and then mapped to the reference sequence of variola (major) virus (GenBank 
accession NC_001611.1) using a modified version of BWA[S22] [https://github.com/udo-stenzel/network-aware-
bwa] with a maximum edit distance of 0.01 (-n 0.01), allowing a maximum of two gap openings (-o 2) and with 
seeding effectively disabled (-l 16500). Mapped reads were further filtered to those that were either merged or 
unmerged but properly paired [https://github.com/grenaud/libbam] as well as unique based on both 5’ and 3’ 
coordinates [https://github.com/udo-stenzel/biohazard]. For all further analyses, we restricted reads to those where 
the minimum length of inserts was 35bp and the minimum mapping quality was 30. With these criteria, we retained 
43,243 unique reads mapped to the VARV reference sequence (NC_001611.1) from an original 845,594 trimmed 
and merged reads. The average coverage depth of reads mapped to the VARV reference genome is shown in Figure 
2. The mitochondrial enriched libraries were processed in the same manner and mapped to the revised Cambridge 
Reference Sequence (GenBank accession NC_012920.1)[S23]. From an original 2,927,625 trimmed and merged 
reads of the mitochondria enriched library, we kept 42,376 unique reads of minimum 35bp length and minimum 
mapping quality 30.   



 

Ancient DNA Damage Assessment  
Fragment length distributions. Fragment length distributions (FLD) for the VARV and mtDNA enriched VD21 
libraries are predominantly composed of short fragments, as is typical for ancient DNA libraries. The FLD of all 
sequenced reads from the VARV enriched library has a mean fragment length of 62.5bp (min 1bp, max 169bp), all 
unique reads mapped to the variola (major) virus reference sequence (GenBank accession NC_001611.1) have a 
mean length of 75.4bp (min 1bp, max 169bp) and when restricted to fragments of min 35bp and mapping quality 30, 
the mean length is 77.4bp (min 35bp, max 169bp). The FLD of all sequenced reads from the mtDNA enriched 
library has a mean fragment length of 70.6bp (min 1bp, max 191bp), all unique reads mapped to rCRS (GenBank 
accession NC_012920.1) have a mean length of 68.6bp (min 1bp, max 191bp) and when restricted to fragments of 
min 35bp and mapping quality 30, the mean length is 76.3bp (min 35bp, max 191bp).  
 
DNA damage profiles. Terminal damage and deamination was measured with mapDamage2.0[S24] and observed to 
be present at low but consistent frequencies across all molecules mapped to the variola (major) virus reference 
sequence and the human mitochondrial reference genome (Figure S2). 
 
Human mitochondrial genome 
From our mitochondrial enrichment, we reconstructed a human mitochondrial genome at average 195X coverage. 
We used schmutzi[S25] to call the consensus sequence and estimate contamination within the library, inferred from 
read length and deamination patterns. Contamination for the mitochondrial enriched library was estimated at 2% and 
the haplogroup was determined to be H2a5b from Haplogrep[S26] using PhyloTree Build 17[S27]. 

Variola Virus Genome Reconstruction  
We attempted to generate a de novo VARV genome from the enriched VD21 library. We first processed the 
CASAVA generated R1 and R2 fastq files using leeHom[S21]. The trimmed and merged fastq files were then used 
as input for SPAdes v3.6[S28] wherein merged reads were treated as single-end sequenced reads (--s) and trimmed 
but unmerged reads were treated as paired-end reads (--pe1 and --pe2). The SPAdes assembly was then evaluated 
with QUAST[S29] which showed that of the 2021 contigs produced by SPAdes, 26 were >= 1000bp, the largest 
contig was 17,978bp; total length of all contigs was 216,106bp with a GC content of 35.66%, an N50 of 10,140bp 
and an N75 of 5,762bp. Blast analysis of these contigs returned hits for 584 of the 2,021, of which 29 had a top hit 
with the orthopoxviruses and the majority consisted of bacterial species of the phylum and class Actinobacteria, 
frequently found in soil. Using BWA-MEM[S30], 31 of the contigs were mapped back to the VARV reference 
sequence, in which the shortest mapped contigs was 58 bp, the longest 17,978 bp, and the total length of the mapped 
contigs was 187,565 bp.  
 
Genome content. The genome of VD21 shows extensive conservation with the gene content and arrangement of 
other VARVs isolated in the 20th century. VARV genomes are characterized by the fragmentation of several genes, 
rendered non-functional, yet intact in vaccinia virus (VACV) or other orthopoxviruses[S31]. VACV, is the model 
organism for virulence on this virus due to safety concerns with work on variola virus. Notably, some of the intact 
genes in VACV are known to encode proteins that increase VACV virulence[S32, S33], despite being disrupted in 
many VARV strains. That these genes were also disrupted in VD21 reveals that loss of gene function associated 
with the evolution of VARV from an ancestral virus clearly occurred prior to ~1650 CE. Unfortunately, the factors 
contributing to the exceptional virulence of VARV (major) and the reason why VARV (minor) was less virulent 
remain unknown and cannot be deduced from nucleotide sequence alone.  
 
Synteny. To detect synteny across the VD21 genome we aligned it to the variola (major) virus (GenBank accession 
NC_001611.1) using dotter[S34]. In both cases the comparison revealed overall high conservation at the genomic 
scale with no major rearrangements (Figure 2).  
 
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms. Nucleotide substitutions between VD21 and the VARV NC_001611.1 reference 
were scored both manually and with the Northern Arizona SNP Pipeline[S35] (NASP) implementation of 
GATK[S36] at positions where there was a minimum of 5X coverage and the variant frequency was at least 0.9. All 
716 final SNPs were manually confirmed and are distributed quite evenly across the genome.  

 

Evolutionary Analyses  



 

Comparative data set. To place the mummy VD21 sequence in historical context we compared it to 42 complete 
genome sequences of VARV downloaded from GenBank, primarily sourced from Esposito et al. (2006)[S4]. Only 
VARV strains with known times of sampling were included and likely duplicate strains were excluded (Table S2). 
In addition, the sequences of the two most closely related orthopoxviruses (camelpox and taterapox) were included 
as outgroups to root the tree. Including more divergent orthopoxviruses (such as vaccinia virus) reduces 
phylogenetic resolution within the VARV group. All sequences were aligned using various routines in 
MAFFT[S20], with all ambiguously aligned regions then removed using Gblocks[S37]. This resulted in a final data 
set of size 45 sequences, 175,087 bp in length. For the molecular clock dating analysis, in which the outgroup 
sequences are not required, the camelpox and taterapox sequences were removed and the sequence alignment and 
Gblocks-pruning procedure was repeated. This resulted in a data set of 43 sequences, 182,738 bp in length. No 
evidence for recombination was seen for any sequence within the VARV genome sequence alignment using the 
RDP, Bootscan and GeneCov methods (with default settings) available in the RDP4 package[S38]. 
 
Phylogenetic analysis. For the full (45 sequence) data set a phylogenetic tree was inferred using the maximum 
likelihood procedure available in PhyML[S39]. This analysis utilized the GTR+I+G4 model of nucleotide 
substitution and a combination of NNI and SPR branch-swapping. The robustness of individual nodes on the tree 
was assessed by bootstrap resampling (1000 replicates) using the same substitution model as described above and 
NNI branch-swapping. An additional phylogenetic analysis was undertaken incorporating the 718 bp partial VARV 
sequence (“PoxSib”) obtained from a Siberian mummy[S40] using the same parameters and search procedure. This 
revealed that PoxSib and VD21 seemingly share common ancestry, although the short length of the PoxSib sequence 
necessarily meant there was limited phylogenetic resolution (Figure S3). 
 
Nucleotide substitution rates and the time-scale of VARV evolution. To reveal the time-scale of VARV evolution 
(i.e. time to most recent common ancestor; tMRCA) we first assessed the degree of clock-like structure in the data 
using a regression of root-to-tip genetic distances against year of sampling using the TempEst program[S41]. For 
this analysis the phylogeny was rooted as revealed in the ML analysis with the orthopoxvirus outgroups, such that 
the VD21 strain formed the basal lineage within the VARV group, but possessing a number of lineage-defining 
mutations so that it did not fall exactly at the node. Although this analysis revealed strong temporal structure (R2 = 
0.79; correlation coefficient = 0.89), it may have been adversely affected by the early sampling date of the VD21 
sequence. Therefore, to determine whether VARV possessed clock-like signal in the absence of VD21, we repeated 
the root-to-tip regression with the VD21 mummy sequence excluded: this also resulted in a strong and clear 
temporal structure (R2 = 0.80; correlation coefficient = 0.89). 
 
We next inferred the rates and dates of viral evolution using the Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
approach available in the BEAST package[S42]. For this analysis we again utilized the GTR+I+G4 substitution 
model, strict and relaxed (uncorrelated lognormal) molecular clocks, and both constant population size and Bayesian 
skygrid coalescent priors. As the VD21 strain was most likely dated to 1643-1665, we initially based our analysis on 
a mean date of 1654. Clearly, the range of possible dating estimates for VD21 is so narrow that using the widest 
possible range (i.e. 1643 or 1665) would have only a minor impact on our estimates of evolutionary rate and 
divergence times. The MCMC was run for 100 million generations (250 million in the case of the Bayesian skygrid 
analyses), and statistical confidence was assessed using values of the 95% Highest Posterior Density (HPD). All 
these analyses resulted in very similar nucleotide substitution rates and times to common ancestry, with tight and 
strongly overlapping distributions (Table S3), indicating that these results are robust to evolutionarily model. As the 
estimates using the strict clock and constant population size had the narrowest posterior distribution and the highest 
posterior probability we used these to infer the Maximum Clade Credibility (MCC) tree, with support for individual 
nodes available as posterior probability values (Table S3). Overlapping estimates of both the nucleotide substitution 
rate and divergence times across the tree were also obtained when VD21 was excluded from the BEAST analysis 
(Table S3), further indicating that the clock-like-structure in these data was not simply due to our ancient sample 
VD21. Finally, because there is a 7% chance that the correct date for the VD21 sequence is in fact 1785-1793, the 
BEAST analysis was repeated using the median date of 1789 and the same substitution and evolutionary models as 
described above. This again resulted in substitution rates that overlapped with those observed with the 1654 date, 
although estimates for the tMRCA for VARV as a whole were necessarily pushed toward the present (Table S3). 
However, the similarity of other divergence times across the phylogeny, including between P-I and P-II, indicates 
that VD21 alone is only making a minor impact on estimates of substitution rate and divergence time. 
 



 

Finally, we used this same Bayesian approach to help validate the age of VD21. To do this we treated the age of 
VD21 as any other parameter, such that it is assigned a prior, and where the posterior corresponds to its estimated 
age with associated uncertainty. We used a uniform prior bounded between 0 and 500, corresponding to the years 
1977 (i.e. the date of the most recent sample) and 1477. We used both constant size and Bayesian skygrid 
demographic models and a strict molecular clock. We did not use the lognormal relaxed clock model as it had very 
poor mixing indicating that it is over-parameterized. To assess whether the estimates were driven by the prior we 
repeated the analyses without the sequence data, which is equivalent to sampling from the prior distribution. If the 
sequence data are informative about the age of VD21, we expect that the prior and posterior will differ substantially. 
Importantly, both demographic models produced posterior estimates of the age of VD21 that differed considerably 
from the prior, and for which the mean estimates were close to the sampling year of VD21 (1654), at 1691 and 1665 
for the constant size and the Bayesian skygrid models, respectively. In addition, the 95% credible intervals of both 
demographic models included the true sampling time: 1560–1882 for the constant size and 1553–1871 for the 
Bayesian skygrid.  
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